
Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Fantasy

Text Structure • Third-person narrator describes day’s events from morning to night.
Content • Polar bears

• Pets
• Humorous fantasies

Themes and Ideas • Relationship between pets and their owners are special.
• It’s fun to read fantasy stories about familiar situations.

Language and 
Literary Features

• Amusing characters
• Simple, traditional elements of fantasy

Sentence Complexity • Simple and compound sentences with phrases and clauses: Big Pete likes the cold and 
snow, but it is summer now.

• Declarative and exclamatory sentences
• Ellipses after text

Vocabulary • Content-specifi c words illustrated in text: polar bear, mail, pool, ice, skate
• Some target vocabulary highlighted in text

Words • One- and two-syllable words familiar to reader and decodable
• All parts of speech
• Wide range of high-frequency words

Illustrations • Lively, humorous, color drawings support and extend the text.
Book and Print Features • Nine pages of text with an illustration on every page

• Print and picture placement is the same on each page.
• Most sentences begin on a new line; longer sentence turns a line
• Labels name things in many illustrations.
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Polly’s Pet Polar Bear
by Nikolai Katkov

Fountas-Pinnell Level G
Fantasy
Selection Summary
Polly gets new pet, a polar bear named Big Pete. He is not like most 
pets! Because of his size, Big Pete gets into many messes, but he is 
always lovable.
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Words to Know

Polly’s Pet Polar Bear by Nikolai Katkov

Build Background
Read the title and author with the children and talk about what is happening in the cover 
illustration. Encourage children to use their knowledge of fantasy stories and pets to think 
about the story. Ask questions such as the following: Do you think a polar bear would 
make a good pet in a make-believe story? Why or why not?

Front-Load Vocabulary Some everyday words may be unfamiliar to English 
learners. Before reading, check understanding of the following words: pet store, mail, 
skates, scooter, pool, brush, hungry, sleepy, afraid, dreams.

Introduce the Text
Guide children through the text, noting important ideas, and helping with unfamiliar 
language and vocabulary so they can read the text successfully. Call their attention to any 
labels. Here are some suggestions:

Page 2: Explain that in this story a girl named Polly gets a polar bear named Big 
Pete for a pet. Point out that many of the pictures in this book have labels that 
name things. Cultural Support: Not all cultures have pet shops. Explain that many 
people keep pets as animal friends—though rarely do they keep bears!
Suggested language: Turn to page 2. Let’s read the labels in the picture to fi nd out 
what kinds of pets there are in the pet store. Polly doesn’t get a dog or a bird. She 
gets a polar bear. 

Page 3: Remind children to use information from the pictures to help them read. 
Now on page 3, you can see Big Pete standing in the door. He wants to help Polly. 
Say wants. What letter sound do you hear fi rst in the word wants? Point to the 
word wants. 

Page 4: Turn to page 4. Big Pete wants to try on Polly’s skates. Try has just three 
letters. Say try slowly. What are the fi rst two sounds you hear? Find try in the fi rst 
sentence. What happens when Big Pete tries on the skates? Look at the picture and 
read the label to fi nd out what Polly gives her polar bear next.

Now turn back to the beginning and read to fi nd out what Big Pete and Polly do 
together. 
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Read
As the children read, observe them carefully. Guide them as needed, using language that 
supports their problem-solving ability.

Respond to the Text
Personal Response
Invite children to share their personal responses to the story. Begin by asking what they 
liked best about the story, or what they found interesting.
Suggested language: Do you think Big Pete is a good pet for Polly? Why? How do you 
think Polly and Big Pete feel about each other? 

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, make sure children understand these teaching points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• Polly gets a big, white polar bear 
for a pet.

• Big Pete is not like most pets.

• Polly and Big Pete have funny, 
silly adventures together.

• It’s fun to read fantasy stories 
about animals and people.

• Pets make us feel better.

• Funny pictures add to the humor 
in the story.

• The author describes silly events 
that couldn’t happen in real life.

• The author includes details that 
make the story fun to read.
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Choices for Support
Fluency
Invite children to choose a section that would sound interesting when read aloud. Tell 
them to rehearse so that they can sound like a storyteller when reading their chosen 
section.

Phonemic Awareness and Word Work
Provide practice as needed with words and sounds, using one of the following activities:
• Make New Words Materials: index cards, two boxes. Put index cards with the 

infl ectional endings –ed and –ing in one box. Put index cards with the words want, 
paint, fi ll, listen, wash, and dream in a second box. Ask children to draw one index 
card from each box and change the verb by adding the infl ectional ending selected. 

• Build Sentences Materials: index cards. Write high frequency words from Polly’s 
Pet Polar Bear on index cards: door, more, mother, try, want, washes, eat. Then write 
story words on index cards: Polly, Big Pete, polar bear, pet, white, paint, skates, mess, 
makes, fl oor, window. Have children build sentences using the word cards. Have them 
read the sentences and illustrate them.
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Writing About Reading
Critical Thinking
Read the directions for children on BLM 20.10 and guide them in answering the questions.

Responding
Read aloud the questions at the back of the book and help children complete the activities.

Target Comprehension Skill
Cause and Effect 

Target Comprehension Skill
 Tell children that the effect tells what happens in a story. 

The cause tells why it happened. Model how to think about cause and effect:

Think Aloud

In this story I read that Big Pete tries on Polly’s skates, but the skates are 
too small for him. So Big Pete falls down. The small skates are the cause 
of Big Pete’s problem. The effect is Big Pete falling down. 

Practice the Skill
Have children share another example of cause and effect in this story.

Writing Prompt
Read aloud the following prompt. Have children draw and write their response, using the 
writing prompt on page 6. 

How can Polly and Big Pete have more fun together? Draw a picture of something fun that 
Polly and Big Pete can do together.

Write a sentence about what Polly and Big Pete do. 
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Read directions to children.

Think About It
Write an answer to the question. Responses may vary.

 1. Why does Big Pete like to go in the pool?

It is summer and hot. Big Pete likes to be 

cold, and Polly puts ice in the pool.

Making Connections Think about a different 

kind of pet you would like to have. Write some 

sentences about your new pet.

12 Grade 1, Unit 4: Exploring Together

Name 

Think About It
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English Language Learners
Reading Support Check regularly on children’s oral reading to determine accuracy, 
fl uency, and comprehension. Have students listen to the audio or online recordings as 
models for fl uency.

Oral Language Development
Check the children’s comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches their 
English profi ciency level. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the child.

Beginning/ Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/ Advanced

Speaker 1: What is the name of the 
little girl in this story?

Speaker 2: Polly

Speaker 1: What is the name of her 
pet?

Speaker 2: Big Pete

Speaker 1: What kind of animal is Big 
Pete?

Speaker 2: a polar bear

Speaker 1: Why does Polly fi ll the pool 
with ice and water?

Speaker 2: so Big Pete can go for a cold 
swim

Speaker 1: What happens when Big Pete 
paints a picture, like Polly?

Speaker 2: He makes a mess.

Speaker 1: Why doesn’t Polly feel 
afraid of the dark when Big Pete 
is in her bedroom?

Speaker 2: Polly isn’t afraid 
because Big Pete is there.
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Name  Date 

Polly’s Pet Polar Bear
How can Polly and Big Pete have more fun 
together? Draw a picture of something fun that 
Polly and Big Pete can do together.

Write a sentence about what Polly and Big Pete do. 
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Think About It
Write an answer to the question.

 1. Why does Big Pete like to go in the pool?

Making Connections Think about a different 

kind of pet you would like to have. Write some 

sentences about your new pet.

Name 

Polly’s Pet Polar Bear
Think About It
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Polly’s Pet Polar Bear
Running Record Form

Polly’s Pet Polar Bear • LEVEL G

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

®
cat

0

Omission —cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc
cat 0

Insertion the

cat 1

Word told T
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

2

3

Polly goes to the pet store.

Polly does not get a brown dog.

Polly does not get a green bird.

Polly gets a big white polar 

bear. The polar bear’s name is 

Big Pete.

Big Pete wants to help Polly.

Big Pete wants to get the mail.

Big Pete goes to the door fast.

Polly wants to get the mail…

but Big Pete is too fast.

Oh, no!

Comments: Accuracy Rate 
(# words read 

correctly/68 × 100)

 %

Self-Correction 
Rate 

(# errors + # 
Self-Corrections/ 
Self-Corrections)

1: 
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